THE ISLAMIC CRUSADES

The purpose of this illustration is to highlight the events and concerns of the current Civil War in Syria. It will be from a different perspective that is currently being portrayed by the main-stream Western media that is intentionally misleading the US people and especially the Christian community in many aspects of the Muslim
uprisings. It appears that the Satanic Globalists that are behind the political, economic, social world scenes, yet again are 1) bringing down this nation before the world. 2) Their political cadre unleashed by the Muslim uprisings have been nothing more than an Islamic-Jihadist struggle with an underlying aim to eradicate
Christianity from the entire Middle East. 3) The Western and al-Jazeera media outlets have filtered out the travesties perpetrated by the Jihadist against the minority ethnic Christian communities–like in the other Muslim nations of Iraq, Afghanistan, Tunisia, Libya, Egypt & now Syria.
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There have been eye-witness accounts
from fleeing Christian refugees that the
‘freedom fighter’ of the ‘Free Syrian Army’
are announcing publically that Christians
are to vacate rebel controlled territory.
The ultimatum is Mohammed’s only
choice for the infidels,
1) submit to Islam or
2) be beheaded.

Capital: Damascus
Latitude: 33°30’ N 36°18’ E
Government:
Semi-presidential constitutional republic
Independence:
from France: Apr 17 1946
from United Arab Republic: Sep 28 1961

Arabia and Turkey are funneling arms and
money to the Rebels that consist of Muslim
extremist Anti-Christian jihadists. They see
this as a Holy War against Infidels, whom
Assad, as a Alawi is considered heretical.
-al-Qaida
-Muslim Brotherhood
-Hamas
-Arab League

Population: ~23 Million
GDP: ~$60 billion
Per capita: ~$6,000
Currency: Syrian Pound
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-Russian Federation
-People’s Republic of China
-(Shi’ite) Republic of Iran
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The Jihadist Rebels are mercenaries from Arabia, Iraq, Libya, and al-Qaida. Their Islamic religion provides the only rallying cry; it is to rid the land of Christians and infidels. Such Jihadist are not interested in democracy nor human rights for non- Muslim minorities. Currently, a mass exodus of thousands of
Christians is taking place in Syria, as the mainstream Western media only seems to glorify the Rebel’s cause as a ‘democratic’ movement to the common
‘People’. From Christian eye-witness accounts on the ground in Syria, the so-called freedom fighters in Syria appear just as concerned with the destruction of
the Christians and Alawis as they are with political regime change and ‘democracy’. For example, the Christian population of Qusayr, near Homs, has fled
following an ultimatum issued by the Free Syrian Army commander, Abdel Salam Harba to convert to Islam, leave or be killed. Mosques in Rebel territory
have also issued ultimatums for Christians to leave. There has been reports of rape, beheading and crucifixions. It is reported that at some Rebel Free Syrian
leaders are publically stating that Christians will have to be cleansed from rebel-held territory and will have no place in the new Islamic Syria. There are few
places in the Middle East left where Christians can go. In other reports coming out from Human Rights Groups, they report that the Free Syrian Army are
actually keeping some Christians from fleeing because they want to use them as bargaining chips with the West.
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Religious and Ethnic Cleansing
Under the majority Sunni population, Syrian minority Muslim groups like the Alawi as well as the Christians endured intense persecution. For centuries, these
Alawi and Christian populations were marginalized and bared from political office or representation in any significant measure in Syrian politics. It was not
until the desolation of the joint Syria-Egypt alliance in the mid 1960s that Alawi military officers took control of the political government through a military coup.
Precisely, it has the father of the current Assad who took control. Having this joint history in common with the other persecuted Christian minority groups, the
Alawi rulers of Syria thus better understand the need for tolerance and acceptance amongst ethnic and religious Syrian groups. Since the Assad regime has
been in power in Syria, the various Christian communities, at least, had enjoyed a measure of reprieve from severe persecution by the Sunni Muslims.
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If the Arab uprisings have been the cause to sweep in ‘democracy’ to
replace the old corrupt ‘Guard’ in the Middle East, it has spelled doom
and genocide to come, for non-Muslim ethnic and religious groups,
mainly the Christians. As the Satanic Globalist used the ‘Crusades’ in
the name of Christ to sweep over the Middle East and Jerusalem then in
the ‘Dark Ages’, they are now once again using this same End-Game
plan –of an ‘Islamic Crusade’ to consolidate control of the region and to
destroy God’s People, in the process. This is being done now by
mustering up the hateful religious zeal of the Islamic religion against
Jews and Christians to massacre and slaughter them on a national
scale, once the Rapture takes place, before this coming ‘Dark Age’ is
initiated during the Tribulation as described in the Book of Revelation.
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Despite a counter balance to the Western-led
coalition of support of Rebels against Assad,
Russia, China and Iran remain at bay. Syria
is Russia’s number 1 buyer of weapons
systems. Syria also has a military pack with
Hezbollah and Iran. Iran and Russia both
have Naval Military bases on the
Mediterranean coast of Syria.
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1925: Druze revolt against French
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ENTITIES SUPPORTING ASSAD GOVERNMENT

Globalist entities form outside of Syria are
also funneling weapons to the Free Syrian
Army (FSA). Various intelligence secret
agencies have funneled Jihadist Muslim
mercenaries from Libya, Jordon, Iraq and
Egypt in an attempt to topple the Syrian
government. What has been done to Libya
is what is going to happen to Syria at some
point in time.
-CIA
-MI-5/6
-Mossad
-NATO/OTAN
-United Nations
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The Obama Doctrine
To America’s and Obama’s shame, the US joined the EU and NATO to support and fight
along side al-Qaida in Libya against Kaddafi to topple his government. So too now in Syria,
the USA, NATO, the CIA, MOSSAD & MI6 have been arming and/or transporting al-Qaida
fighters and Jihadist mercenaries to Syria. This current ‘Muslim Renaissance’ is nothing more than a
globalist attempt bent on a ‘crusade’ to slaughter, eradicate the non-Muslim minorities in an ethnic cleansing of most
Christians, ironically supported by the Western ‘Christian’ West. This sweeping of so called ‘democracy’ movement that
has been supported by Obama has only been used much like Hitler used democracy to gain power and then destroy it.

